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viCtorio
wall unit
The Victorio Wall Panel is a product for those who seek modernity and sophistication because it has 
a 25mm shelf ideal for housing electronic devices such as cable TV and decorative objects. The 
panel friezes add a touch of extra charm to your living room, although it is a fully versatile product 
that can be used in your bedroom or even in the leisure area. 1680 × 1289 × 225 mm

dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 70 
inches

devices

wood
MDF / MDP
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Bari  wall unit

reflecta  wall unit

Bari Wall Unit, structure in MDP and 
MDF of 25 / 40mm, finish with UV 
paint Rustic Malbec (Matte) Off White 
(Brightness). It has 04 doors being 02 
with decorative details that extend to 
the baseboards, niches for electronic 
devices, drilling for cable passageways 
keeps the wires more organized and 
hidden, 02 LED luminaires on the top 
shelf with wiring and switch, ideal for 
TV up to 65 Inches, supports up to 
50kg, product with high resistance, 
contemporary design, combining 
practicality and modernity in a single 
product, accompanying casters that 
aid in moving the product and cleaning 
the floor, does not need fixing to the 
wall. This furniture will arrive in your 
separate house in 02 volumes.

Reflecta Wall Unit is a great solution 
for you looking for modernity for your 
living room and day to day practicali-
ty, produced in 100% MDF, excellent 
quality material and that makes its top 
finish. The mirror – tilted basement 
door and LED lighting built into the top 
shelf adds refinement and sophistica-
tion to your environment. The glass 
shelf gives lightness to the counter top, 
complementing its modern design and 
ensuring space for your electronics like 
DVD, antenna receiver, among others.

1800 × 490 × 1880 mm
dimensions
LED lights on the top shelf 
devices

LED lights on the top shelf 
Lights

2100 × 334 × 1635 mm
dimensions

Colour

mirror finish
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turati
wall unit
The New Home Turati has finished with natural feel of wood and is produced 
in superb quality material, further enhancing your experience with the best 
that only this product can offer. Its finish is superior because it is produced 
in 100% MDF panel which assures such a benefit that makes it much more 
sophisticated and with a refinement that your living room deserves.

Colour

2100 × 1850 × 530 mm

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

dimensions

GLASS DESIGN
1 Glass door, 3 Glass Shelves
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smart tv
wall unit
The Smart Panel was produced especially for you who are looking for a panel with innovative 
designer, ideal for environments with little space can be used in living room, bedroom or even in the 
leisure area, having a niche with excellent space for electronic appliances , its central panel comes 
with strong friezes giving a touch of modernity to the product. As it is a suspended panel you will 
have the space below the free bench to use in the best way in the organization and decoration.

Colour

Accommodates TVs up to 47 
inches

devices

1200 × 294 × 1200 mm
dimensions

coating
MDF
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turim
wall unit
The Turim Wall Unit was inspired by contemporary design elements, thinking of elegance and mo-
dernity for your living room; produced in 100% MDF, material of excellent quality and that makes its 
top finish; by being suspended, you will have the space below the free bench, to make the best use 
of your decoration.

Colour

1650 × 400 × 1810 mm
dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 55 
inches

devices

mirror finish
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dante  wall unit

vetro  wall unit

The Dante Wall Unit (Wall Panel)is 
the perfect product to complement 
your environment with good taste and 
sophistication, leaving you all modern.
Because it is extensible in width, it can 
be mounted with 1500 mm, 1600 mm 
or 1800 mm wide, and is a completely 
versatile product that can be used in 
your living room, bedroom or leisure 
area.The shelves can be used to 
place decorative objects and the panel 
accommodates TVs up to 47 inches.
Leaving your perfect home to receive 
friends and family.

Vetro Wall Unit A sophisticated and 
modern for your living room, complete 
with cellar space, shelves and mirrored 
door. The glass shelves give lightness 
and elegance to the furniture, with 
concealed attachment. The mirrored 
tailgate is double with telescopic slides, 
which guarantee smooth and silent 
slip, you will have room for the 
organization of the most diverse 
objects. The cellar is optional in the 
assembly. Supports TV up to 65 inches 
that can be fixed to the panel or placed 
on the top of the stand. The Home has 
fixed chrome feet that guarantee the 
stability of the furniture and facilitate 
the cleaning of your living room.

2200 × 470 × 1850 mm
dimensions

Supports TVs up to 47 inches
devices

coating
100% UV coating

2 shelves
shelves

shelves
1 Dump door, 5 shelves

accommodating TVs up to 65 
inches

devices

1500 x 1600 x 1800 mm
dimensions
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belano
wall unit
Attributes as the top shelves with built-in glass and LED lighting give a touch 
of refinement and appreciate their setting.The two 45mm thick lower shelves 
have space to accommodate your electronic devices such as dvd, antenna 
receiver, among others, just like decorative objects, and in the compartment 
with a bascule door you will have space to organize the most diverse objects. 
The panel is reinforced with rear sleepers and supports up to 50 kg, Accom-
modating TVs up to 65 inches with mandatory installation on panel.

Accommodating TVs up to 65 
inches

devices

2100 × 334 × 1635 mm
dimensions

LED lighting
devices
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bello
wall unit
The Bello Panel is an elegant and versatile choice to compose your living room, with its contemporary and 
functional design, it presents a great balance between aesthetics and functionality, facilitating the organi-
zation of your environment, and making it look new. Produced in 100% MDF, from reforestation wood. Its 
measures allow you to accommodate TVs up to 55 inches, the best entertainment for you and your family. 
It has 25mm machined decorative appliques that make your appearance more dynamic and differentiated, 
giving that special touch to the product.In the panel with mirrors and two glass shelves, you will have an 
exquisite space and perfect to display your objects of decoration and value them even more.

Accommodates TVs up to 55 
inches

devices

2000 × 415 × 1800 mm
dimensions

coating
100% UV paint coating

mirror finish
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turati
wall unit
The New Home Turati has finished with a natural feel of wood and is produced in superb quality 
material, further enhancing your experience with the best that only this product can offer. Its finish is 
superior because it is produced in 100% MDF panel which assures such a benefit that makes it much 
more sophisticated and with a refinement that your living room deserves.

Colour

2100 × 1850 × 530 mm
dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 60 
inches

devices

mirror finish
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supremo  wall unit

lira  wall unit

You who are looking for a Wall Unit 
for your living room with elegance 
and modernity the Supremo Wall Unit 
which is of excellent quality, possess-
ing 1 door with gas piston a wide am-
ple space and 6 niches to place your 
electronics or even decorative items. 
Full of refinement and sophistication 
for your environment…

The Lira Wall Panel was inspired by ele-
ments of contemporary design, thinking 
of practicality for your day to day and 
modernity for your living room; by be-
ing suspended you will have the space 
below the free bench, to make the best 
use of the organization and decoration, 
this is a totally versatile product that 
can be used in your room or even in the 
leisure area. Attributes like the panel 
frieze, the 5mm common colour glass 
shelf and the LED lighting built into the 
top shelf add a touch of refinement and 
enhance your ambience.

coating
MDP

Accommodates TVs up to 50 
inches

devices

1616 × 1528 × 313 mm
dimensions

coating
MDP

Accommodates TVs up to 47 
inches

devices

2174 × 465 × 1855 mm
dimensions
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murano
wall unit
The structural system of it is very resistant, guaranteeing the safety and durabil-
ity of the furniture. The pieces are made of MDF and MDP panels derived from 
reforestation wood, which are both tough and environmentally friendly. The TV 
panel is capable of supporting up to 55 “TVs, ensuring greater quality in your 
entertainment and support of a wide variety of TV models.

mirror finish

coating
100% UV paint coating

accommodating TVs up to 55 
inches

devices

1850 × 440 × 1810 mm
dimensions
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art
wall unit
Art Plasma TV Stand is a practical, modern product that adapts to any environment, has ample space 
for electronic devices like DVD, cable TV, stereo and decorative objects. The top supports up to 40kg 
and is ideal for TVs up to 42 inches. The tv stand door with decorative bezels adds extra charm while 
keeping your surroundings much more organized and stylish. Its six castors built into the baseboard 
facilitate its handling and cleaning. Think of all these benefits and see if Art Plasma TV Stand is not the 
product you were looking for! 1360 × 720 × 398 mm

dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 42 
inches

devices

1 door 
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america
wall unit
The America Plasma TV Stand is super versatile, practical, modern and adaptable to any environment. There are two products 
in one. The rack features a mini cellar with 3 niches that are ideas to accommodate your favourite beverages, as well as other 
spaces for electronic gadgets like DVD, cable tv and other decorative objects. The panel is reinforced with rear sleepers that 
support up to 40kg and is ideal for TVs up to 42 inches. The rack door with decorative bezels adds extra charm to the room 
while keeping your surroundings much more organized and elegant. Its five casters make it easy to move and clean.

1080 × 1570 × 350 mm
dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 42 
inches

devices

1 door 
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due  wall unit

ares  wall unit

If your living room needs a compact 
and functional cabinet, the Due 
Plasma TV Stand is the right bet. 
It has a contemporary and stylish 
design, this tv stand will definitely 
make a difference in its environment. 
Produced in MDF and MDP derived 
from reforestation wood, its structural 
system is very resistant, ensuring the 
safety and durability of the furniture. 
Rack Due supports TVs up to 46 
inches, thus ensuring support for a 
wide variety of TV models and the 
best entertainment for you and your 
family. To organize your objects, the 
Due Plasma TV Stand has two doors, 
separated by a crossbar vertical 
decorative. The doors have modern 
chromed knobs, which give a special 
touch to the product, in addition, the 
hinges of steel very resistant, support 
more than 160 thousand movements.

Attributes such as the mosaic of 
mirrors on the panel, the top 25mm 
shelf and the glass shelves add a 
touch of refinement and value to your 
environment. Above the counter 
there is space to accommodate your 
electronic devices like DVD, antenna 
receiver, among others, as well as 
decorative objects, in addition, with 
the tilting door you will have space to 
organize and store the most diverse 
objects. The 37mm top is reinforced 
and transmits great robustness. The 
panel is reinforced with rear sleepers 
and supports up to 50kg, accommodat-
ing TVs up to 55 inches, with 
mandatory panel installation.

1200 × 6750 × 370 mm
dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 46 
inches

devices
2 door 

LED lighting
devices

1800 x 1582 x 312 mm
dimensions
Accommodating TVs up to 55 
inches

devices

GLASS DESIGN
2 Glass shelves
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lippi
wall unit
The Lippi Wall Unit will transform your living room into a sophisticated environment with its 
charming design. Its 3D Form drawer fronts and wood working combination of the DIP finish provide 
the highlight for a stylish and versatile environment.

The Lippi Wall Unit features a mirror tower and a LED strip strategically put to create that cinema 
atmosphere, with an elegant console to leave the devices accessible and well organized.

mirror finish

LED strip
devices

accommodating TVs up to 70 
inches

devices

2150 × 1650 × 340 mm
dimensions
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galli  wall unit

ravello  wall unit

The Galli Wall Unit represents the 
harmony of two pieces that use the 
noble DIP finish in conjunction with the 
3D Form of the drawer fronts, to bring 
to the environment the balance and 
the cosiness you need.

The Galli Wall Unit features a console 
that has two large drawers and the 
elegant 3D Form. Its console has 
divisions, a bevelled top and glass on 
the sides, excellent for environments 
that value the decoration.

The Ravello Wall Unit is great looking 
piece with a wide variety of spaces 
for different uses, making it a com-
plete product that is functional, has a 
modern design that is present in your 
living room. Produced in MDF and 
MDP derived from reforestation wood, 
ensuring the safety and durability of 
the furniture.

The Wall Unit supports TVs up to 55 
inches, the best entertainment for you 
and your family. In front of the 
drawer you will find a beautiful mosaic 
of mirrors and pieces, which brings 
even more refinement to the 
environment when combined with LED 
lamps from the top shelf and with glass 
shelves where you can accommodate 
decorative objects.

www.discountfurniturewholesalers.co.za

LED lighting
devices

1908 × 1890 × 520 mm
dimensions
accommodating TVs up to 70 
inches

devices

2100 × 1860 × 390 mm
dimensions

Accommodating TVs up to 55 
inches

devices


